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Observed galaxy colours in grey. 
Colours synthesized from SEDs in red. 
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Errors in SEDs & SFR proxy calibrations:
Inconsistent flux measurements with wavelength
Limited luminosity range
Limited Z range
Emission line measurement errors

Galaxy SEDs with consistent multi-wavelength 
spectroscopy and photometry.

SEDs and photometry for
SFR calibrations
photometric redshifts
k-corrections 
SED modeling 



129 bright galaxies

Large aperture spectrophotometry
Optical drift scan spectrophotometry (mostly MK06 & 

SINGS)
Spitzer IRS spectra (maps and stare)
Akari spectra
New emission line measurements

Matched aperture photometry in 27 bands (for now)
Swift, GALEX, SDSS, 2MASS, Spitzer, WISE
Model WISE W4 RSR error (Brown et al. 2014b)
Model Swift UVOT coincidence losses 
Foreground dust with Planck & Peek (2014) UV curve

MAGPHYS SED models for UV and near-IR

Approach



ARP	  256	  South

1’	  Bar
Photometry
Optical	  Spectroscopy
Akari 2-‐5	  micron
Spitzer	  IRS	  5-‐14	  micron
Spitzer	  IRS	  14-‐35	  micron



Galaxy spectral energy distributions are not a simple locus.
UV upturn in some elliptical galaxies clearly evident. 
Some regions of colour space remain poorly populated.
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Photometry of z~0.3 galaxies in grey.
Colors synthesized from SEDs in red.
Better agreement between photometry and SEDs than prior literature.



BPT selected star forming galaxies.
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WISE W3 SFR calibration, with 45 BPT selected galaxies
Significant revisions for low luminosity galaxies
Mid-infrared luminosity proportion to H-alpha to the power of 1.3



WISE W3 SFR calibration, with points colour coded by W2 luminosity
Unity slope but normalisation correlates with W2 luminosity
0.26 dex scatter (versus 0.29 dex scatter for power-law)



1.4 GHz SFR calibrations.
Higher star formation rates at low radio powers.
0.22 dex scatter for both power-law and unity slope relations



NGC 3049 preliminary work
Our photometry in red, last week’s KINGFISH photometry in blue
MAGPHYS in grey and CIGALE in blue

Spectra
My	  photometry
KINGFISH	  photometry
magphys
cigale



SED atlas of 129 galaxy spectra (Brown et al. 2014). 

Calibrations span a broad range of luminosity and Z.

Improved photometric redshifts, k-corrections, ETCs and 
SFR calibrations

Low mid-infrared and radio luminosities correspond to 
higher SFRs than implied by previous calibrations.

Future Work: Application to SFR measurements

Future Work: SFR calibration sample can be expanded with 
PANSTARRS and galaxies without IRS spectra.







Comparison of g-band observed flux and flux synthesized from spectra
Spectra typically underestimate fluxes by 10-30%



Revised extractions of emission line measurements.
Lower H-alpha and higher H-beta result in lower extinction values



Balmer correction to H-alpha luminosity divided by 24 µm luminosity.
Calzetti value for HII regions was 0.032
Kennicutt value for SINGS galaxies was 0.024
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Exclude galaxies in composite and AGN regions of BPT diagram
Exclude galaxies which meet mid-IR AGN selection criteria



Spitzer 24 µm SFR calibrations, with points colour coded by 4.5 µm luminosity.
Non-unity slope, or unit slope with W2 luminosity dependent normalisation.



WISE W3 and W4 SFR calibrations, with points colour coded by W2 luminosity.
Significant revisions for low luminosity galaxies, plus W4 RSR error
Non-unity slope, or unit slope with W2 luminosity dependent normalisation



Spitzer 24 µm SFR calibrations, with points colour coded by 4.5 µm luminosity.
Non-unity slope, or unit slope with W2 luminosity dependent normalisation.


